Check your folder for graded work!

Vote for class officers

Declaration of Independence: **QUIZ tomorrow**!
- Persuasive appeals analysis (new handout)
- Continue answering questions in packet from yesterday
- All Declaration questions are **due tomorrow**!

Grade reports
- If you scored below 70, character analysis paragraph **REVISIONS** are due tomorrow! You can get up to 70 for revisions. I will be here after school today from 3:45-4:15 if you need help. If you turned yours in late, it may not be graded.
EXTRA CREDIT TEST

• **Vocabulary** portion of test will credit points toward your **vocabulary test**

• *The Crucible* and McCarthy questions will credit points toward your **Crucible test & McCarthy quiz** (if you didn’t make up the McCarthy quiz, the grade on this portion will replace your missing grade)

• **Persuasive appeals & embedding quotes** portion will credit points toward your **essay**